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Preface
This document is a basic guide on how to create a level design for a Horror game using a
few design principles. I have used these principles to bring a structure in my level designs
during the development of ‘The Seminary of Sight’ by ‘Disillusion’. These principles have
been established based upon fundamental research into psychological Horror games and
test results during development.
Depending on the project/game, not all these principles may apply. Every game is different
and there are a significant number of different types of Horror, so these principles only apply
in the general sense of psychological Horror Level Design.
This will largely be theory with a few tips and tricks on how to implement the theory into your
level design. To effectively make use of these principles you need a basic knowledge of
general level design and for this guide I will assume you have.
My hopes are that this guide will be effective in assisting you in the complicated but fulfilling
development process of your Horror Level Designs.
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Horror Theory
Before going off to make the perfect level design for your Horror game, there are some
theories to be learned. A basic understanding of Horror is required to create a memorable
horror experience in your levels. I have provided the basic knowledge below, but the Horror
genre is far more complicated, fascinating and much broader than I can provide in this
document, therefore I suggest reading up more about it.
A big part of Horror, as obvious as it may seem, is fear. As Mary C. Lamia describes1 in her
article on www.psychologytoday.com, fear is one of our primal emotions, it is what kept us
alive as a species, and it can be a very intense emotion which players of horror games seek.
Fear is an emotional response to a threat, or the possibility of a threat. The former is key in
creating a successful level design, which we will revisit later.
So, what exactly is horror then? Well, horror is just one of 5 stages of Horror. To clear up
some confusion, Horror with a capital ‘H’ refers to the genre itself, horror without ‘H’ refers to
the actual emotion.
There are countless theories on how to build up a Horror experience and what it consists of.
For example, Stephen King describes2 three levels of Horror; revulsion/gross-out, horror and
terror, which are found in all his Horror books. However, we found just three lacking to create
a proper Horror buildup for a game. The book ‘Writing the Horror Movie’ by Marc Blake and
Sara Bailey describes how Horror consists of 5 stages or emotions which are all or mostly
present in any Horror experience, which we used as a guide for proper tension buildup in
‘The Seminary of Sight’.

Unease
Unease is the feeling that something isn’t right, something unknown. Unease is ambiguous,
vagueness, not knowing if something is a threat or if there is even a threat, or if a threat is
coming. But the possibility of a threat, no matter how small, builds up tension.
For example, some people find masks and clowns scary or ‘creepy’. Creepy is another term
that is used to describe the feeling of unease. We humans are incredible at reading
emotions from peoples faces, and we can use those to determine if they’re a threat or not.
More often than not they aren’t a threat, but when wearing a mask or face paint their
emotions are hidden, we are no longer sure if they’re a threat or not which causes tension.

Dread
Dread goes a step further then unease, it is the feeling that you’re in trouble. There is a
threat, but you don’t exactly what or where. In some cases you don’t even know if it is a
threat to yourself, but you fear the possibility.

1
2

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/intense-emotions-and-strong-feelings/201112/the-complexity-fear
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/84666-the-3-types-of-terror-the-gross-out-the-sight-of
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For example, when walking down the road home you see a firetruck passing you by at high
speed with sirens on. You know this probably means an accident or fire has happened, there
exists a threat. What you don’t know is if it means your home is on fire or an accident has
happened to someone you know, but you fear it nonetheless.

Terror
Unease and Dread are both about something that is coming, Terror however is in the
moment. It is the moment that the threat is confirmed, it is credible and real, and coming for
you. Terror is often experienced in a very short but emotionally powerful moment where the
player confronts the threat, often with the choice between fight or flight, but both will be
(mostly) ineffective.
For example, murders have been reported around your neighbourhood, increasing in count
and frequency every night. Terror is the moment you are walking in an alley at night, and the
murderer appears in front of you, knife in hand, starting to attack you.

horror (emotion)
The emotion horror is the aftermath of Terror. You see the consequences of the threat, the
devastation it has caused, and what the threat is capable of. It isn’t as intense of an emotion
as Terror, but it is the emotion that will stick by you long after the Horror experience.
For example, you walk down an alley to dispose of some trash in the garbage bin, but when
you open it you discover multiple rotting corpses with stabbing marks crammed in it. You
know there is a threat, that it is a threat to you, and what the threat is capable of, and that it
could be right around the corner.

Disgust
Disgust is like the emotion implies, the feeling you get when experiencing disgusting things.
It is an emotion that is often used more sparingly (or not at all) in psychological horror as it
isn’t an emotion that tends to stick around after the Horror experience, but works well for
more slasher type horror. It often revolves around the fear of being sick, infected or harmed,
as disgust is an emotion that protects us from those things.
For example, you come across a torture victim, the body torn and heavily damaged, several
bodily fluids splattered around the room while a nauseating smell protrudes from the scene.
These 5 emotions build up to each other to create tension and a successful horror
experience, often in this exact order, but depending on the horror subgenre or experience
you’re going for some of these can be left out or interchanged. Disgust for example can be
sometimes entirely left out because it may not fit the experience. The emotion horror can
sometimes be placed before Terror, but a successful tension buildup always starts with
Unease into Dread. The importance of a successful tension buildup is explained below.
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Buildup
Now that we have determined what Horror is made up from, we can take a look at how we
build up to these emotions. A successful buildup is extremely important in Horror to create a
memorable experience that sticks with you after completing it, and to truly scare the player. It
also keeps the player interested in the game. Athena Veta from AmbiGaming describes3 how
Horror games are all about Tension & Release Cycles.
The interest and tension buildup in horror games is quite different from other genres. It is all
about building up tension and releasing it at specific times. Where a range of horror games
fall flat is building up this interest and tension. They make the mistake of cramming the game
full of surprising, disgusting or scary moments with little buildup between them, constantly
keeping you in Terror. In most other game genres, this is what keeps the game interesting.
In Horror, it actually makes the game less scary. This is because of overexposure to the
threat, Terror, makes us grow numb to it as we’ve seen and experienced it plenty of times
before.
That is why Unease and Dread are so important, it plays with player anticipation and
expectations. As the identity of the threat is still unknown the players begin to make up
threats in their minds using the clues they have gotten from the environment. Because every
player is different, they all imagine the worst threat imaginable to them. Around every corner
they will anticipate to be confronted by this threat, and everytime it doesn’t happen they will
become more tense. This tension will be build up until the confrontation finally happens. It
will scare the player, but after the confrontation has ended the player will feel some relief and
some of this tension will be released. Terror, the confrontation, and the release of tension is
the pay-off for the player. We call this the Tension & Release Cycle.

The Tension & Release Cycle used for ‘The Seminary of Sight’.

3

https://ambigamingcorner.com/2017/10/19/horror-in-horror-out/
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After every cycle the Tension & Release cycle starts anew, building up the tension to the
next Terror moment, the next scare. However, this time around some of that tension from the
previous cycle still exists, gradually increasing the average amount of tension, all building up
to the final Terror moment of the game or level.

Preparations
To design a successful Horror level some preparations need to be made. I won’t go to deep
into general Level Design principles and preparations, rather focussing on the Horror
specifics. First of all, know what the general theme of your Horror game is and the main fear
you are trying to project onto your player. Then determine what mechanics and dynamics
you want to introduce in your level. Next determine what story beats have to be hit in this
level making sure to have an understanding of how they need to be done. When you’ve
done these basics it is time to apply the theories we have covered.
During the development of ‘The Seminary of Sight’ for the final levels we made a level
run-through timeline roughly detailing the events and buildup through the level. I strongly
recommend this method to determine a sensible tension buildup and event order before
starting blocking out to prevent unnecessary mistakes.

An early run-through timeline of a level in ‘The Seminary of Sight’.
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Designing A Level
The time to begin designing and blocking out finally has come. You’ve got all your events,
story beats, mechanics and dynamics that have to be introduced written down, time to build
up the tension. There are loads of methods to build up tension, the ones that we’ve tried and
tested during ‘The Seminary of Sight’ are listed down below.

Multiple top down level designs and blockouts from ‘The Seminary of Sight’.
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Secondary Fears
Horror games often have one or a few primary fears which they use throughout the entire
game, but there are loads of secondary fears which you can use to build up tension or to
support the main fear(s). Another word for a fear is a phobia, and there are a huge amount
of different phobia’s. A helpful tool for finding and picking one is www.phobialist.com, it lists
all the known phobias at this point.
The main fear of ‘The Seminary of Sight’ is the fear of God’s judgement. A secondary fear
we used to support that fear is Agoraphobia. Agoraphobia is the fear for an unfamiliar
environment where one has little control, often large public spaces where hiding is
impossible. We implemented these elements, open and no hiding spaces, in some of our
environments to create a feeling of having no escape which combined well with God’s
judgement.
Another secondary fear we used is the fear of deep dark water, Aquaphobia, which the
player has to go through to proceed. This worked particularly well because players couldn’t
see through the surface, wondering what could be down there. We combined the water with
specific sound events and water ripples to create the impression something was in the water
with the player. As described earlier, when you give the impression to the player that there is
a threat but don’t actually show it, they will imagine the worst thing possible to them.
There are an incredible amount of human fears which can enhance the Horror experience
and tension buildup. I recommend doing some research into these fears and choosing some
to implement in your levels.

A screenshot from ‘The Seminary of Sight’ depicting water the player must proceed through.
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Powerlessness
A great way of building up tension is to remind the player of how powerless he is against the
dangers lurking around. Doing this makes the flight and survival instinct of humans kick in,
which is often expressed in the emotion fear.
Depending on the Horror genre your game is going for the player’s power might differ, as in
action Horror games the player often gets some sort of power against the threats like a gun.
However for psychological horror games like ‘The Seminary of Sight’ it is quite important to
avoid that power fantasy so the tension and fear never go lost. In ‘See Page XX, Vol 1: The
First 24 Columns’ Robin Laws describes this as ‘victim horror’, the protagonist is powerless
against the threats, often a theme in Cosmic Horror which our game ‘The Seminary of Sight’
is based upon. There are some exceptions however, for example, giving the player some
sort of power like a gun but taking it away later to break expectations and increase the
tension with a sense of loss to increase powerlessness.

Scale
There are multiple ways to increase the feeling of powerlessness using level design. A
method we used during ‘The Seminary of Sight’ was playing with the scale of the level.
Along the buildup of tension in the Tension & Release cycle, we scaled the size of the
environment smaller. Hallways got tighter, ceilings got lower, sightlines got fewer and fewer
and the water level got higher, which all played into the feeling of powerlessness and one of
our secondary fears that most horror games make use of, Claustrophobia.

How the scale of the environment changed through the Tension & Release cycle.
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Point of No Return
Having no escape, nowhere to run away to incase of a threat is another method to increase
player powerlessness. This often revolves around having no way back out from where you
came, the only way is forward, often towards the threat. This is often done in Horror games
by Points of No Return. They indicate a new area or segment of a level and close off the
previous parts. Games like the Amnesia’s, Penumbra’s and Resident Evil’s often make use
of this to force players into new situations and prevent them from escaping.
In ‘The Seminary of Sight’ this was often implemented as a dropdown into a hole or lower
segment, literally going deeper into trouble. There are lots of ways to create a Point of No
Return, like locking doors behind the player, blocking passages, or triggering an event that
takes the player somewhere else with no way back. For every Point of No Return you must
consider what would fit the situation best.

A screenshot from ‘The Seminary of Sight’ depicting a dropdown Point of No Return.
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Restricting Human Senses
We humans detect threats with our human senses, and in (most) video games these senses
are limited to sight and hearing. From the two, humans depend mostly on their sight to
detect threats, as it is our most reliable sense. Essentially in Horror games players mostly
use their sight to determine whether something is a threat or not, while hearing is used to
detect and locate potential threats. Taking one of these senses away or severely lowering
their effectivity in the game can contribute massively to the feeling of powerlessness.4 This is
often done by lowering visibility, for example dark low-light areas, or sightlines, for example
corners, water or blurring effects like frosted windows.
If we take a look at how the senses of the player are used throughout a Tension & Release
cycle, in most psychological Horror games the sense of hearing is relied on. This doesn’t
mean that there aren’t any threats detectable by sight, but Horror games tend not to show
the primary threat of the game at this stage yet, just the environmental consequences or
audio cues. This is why audio is so incredibly important during this stage of tension building,
as hearing is less reliable than sight, a sound could be anything, again making the player
assume the worst.

A screenshot from ‘The Seminary of Sight’ where being underwater limits the player’s sight.

4

https://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/123200/InDepth_Scare_Tactics__How_Horror_Games_Have_Evolved_Their_Controls.php
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During Terror the threat becomes credible, this usually involves seeing the threat to confirm
it, often during a confrontation. This is a buildup you can implement in your levels, from
hearing the threat and seeing its consequences in the environment to having small visual
glimpses of the threat to having a full on confrontation. This buildup of the senses is however
very situational as Horror games can be vastly different, but it is a pattern I recognized in
multiple psychological Horror games, like the Amnesia’s and Silent Hill 2, and applied to ‘The
Seminary of Sight’.

The primary sense used by the player during the Tension & Release Cycle.

Linear VS nonlinear
Very often Horror games adapt a more linear design structure for their levels, broken up by
the use of hub’s, revisitable areas and open spaces. Horror games like P.T. and Outlast. The
main reason for this is to ensure the player goes through the proper buildup of tension and
story as in a linear structure the player can’t miss anything. However, it can feel very
restricting to the player as they aren’t given choice in how to play and adapt.
However, some of the most popular Horror games to date adapt a more nonlinear level
design structure in parts of their game. Games like Penumbra, Silent Hill 2 and Resident Evil
2 allow the player to roam around and choose the order they want to visit areas. It is more
challenging to implement a tension buildup and comprehensive story but using unlockable
areas and level design funnels to create an order and event opportunities it can be a more
memorable experience to the player, as the players feel like they have influence on how to
play the game.
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Revisiting Areas
Designing Horror games can be quite a challenge because the rules are so different. For
instance, empty areas in a level where nothing happens are often devastating to games with
a different genre. Just imagine walking for 3 minutes through a level in a Call of Duty game
and having nothing happen, it would be extremely boring and tedious. However, this can be
extremely effective in Horror games to build up tension. There are quite a few of these
exceptions that only work in Horror games. This can be explained with ‘the Horror game
pact’. When a player purchases a Horror game there is the expectation for it to be scary,
therefore the anticipation of a scare coming any second makes even moments where
nothing happens tense.
Another one of these exceptions is revisiting areas. While boring in most genres, it works
particularly well in horror games because it's a great opportunity to break player
expectations. Because the player has experienced this area before it is familiar and feels
safer, at least, that’s their expectation. Introducing a change in the revisiting of the area by
introducing a new threat or the consequences of a new threat enhances the idea that they
are never safe.

An unlockable objective in ‘The Seminary of Sight’ where on revisit the area has changed.
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Tried and true methods of implementing the revisiting of an area in Horror games are the
classic hub or unlockable objective. A hub in the classic sense is a revisitable area, in Horror
games often a safe space, which is used to systematically redirect the player to new areas. It
is often used as the ‘relief’ space directly after a Terror moment, where the player can catch
their breath and a new Tension & Release cycle begins. Players after having experienced
this multiple times will expect this area to be safe, especially when placing an object or
mechanic that is associated with being safe in the hub, like a savepoint. Breaking this
expectation by introducing a threat will be quite a shock or increase in tension for the player.
An unlockable objective is a very natural way for the player to revisit an area. For example a
locked door with a missing key that the player has to find, eventually coming back to open
the door and progress. Compared to the hub this method has less of a buildup. The hub you
can revisit multiple times, the unlockable objective once or a few times. The more the player
revisits an area, the more it will feel safe to them, and the harder the impact will be when it is
no longer safe. However, this method is easy to implement, even multiple times within a
level, which is why it can be very effective.
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Threats
There are multiple kinds of threats in Horror games, roughly divisible into environmental,
scripted and AI. Depending on the Horror experience you want to achieve you can choose to
implement one or multiple of these threats in your game, but all of them have a different
effect on the level design.

Environmental
In ‘The Seminary of Sight’ we made heavy use of an environmental threat throughout the
game. It was a secondary threat, living cloth, spread by our main threat, an AI. The cloth
would start growing in the environment through scripted events, eventually settling in their
static state as an environmental hazard. If players touched it they would be pulled in,
eventually being smothered and killed by the threat.
Depending on the frequency and coverage of the environmental hazard, you will have to
adapt your level design. One of the issues which can appear from heavy coverage is guiding
the player can become tricky, as the environment can look quite the same. Extra care has to
be given to providing sightlines, guiding tricks like lighting and material contrast to provide
the player with an idea of where to go. A trick we used was using golden rims on objects and
geometry to let the player know they could vault on top of it, which contrasted well with the
dark environment and was highly visible. We would put these ‘vaultables’ in dark
environments along the path the player was meant to follow so they had something to guide
their way.

A golden rim indicates a way out in a low-visibility area in ‘The Seminary of Sight’.
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Scripted
Scripted threats and events are highly popular in Horror games as designers and artists
have great control over them, are often fairly easy to implement, and can be very effective.
One great example of this is the ghost girl in P.T., she’s completely scripted but feels very
present because of great tension buildup and the high control the developers had over
placing and pacing her. This amount of control can’t be achieved with an AI, as an AI has a
mind of its own, however, scripted threats might for this reason feel less alive and more
forced than an AI. Scripted threats and events can be implemented almost anywhere in your
level, but require some spacing and buildup planning beforehand.

A scripted event in ‘The Seminary of Sight’, the main threat is seen in the distance.

AI
AI threats can make or break your Horror game. Unlike scripted threats, developers don’t
have complete control over AI threats, which makes issues like overexposure of the threat to
the player and illogical or overpowered behaviour hard to deal with. However, an AI threat
can feel more threatening and alive because it has a mind of its own, can adapt to the
player’s playstyle, and isn’t bound to location or conditions like a scripted threat.
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Often in recent Horror games an AI is combined with a scripted event so the developers
have control over the timing and location but then let it go rampant taking advantage of the
AI. For example, in Resident Evil 7 an AI threat, Jack, bursts through a wall when the player
reaches a specific point. This of course is scripted, but from that point on Jack becomes an
AI and follows the player around in the area, reacting to the players actions. This is a highly
effective method to use both AI and scripted threats.
Designing your level to support an AI threat is a highly iterative process which will require
high amounts of testing and improving. Depending on the chosen Horror Genre and the
mechanics the player has on disposal, every possible situation has to be accounted for.
Some general things to pay attention to are;
● AI pathing, where do you want the AI to be able to go to and how is it able to get
there.
● Player pathing, are there places where the player can lose the AI. This can be done
by giving the players an opportunity the AI doesn’t have, using one of the players
mechanics or a pathway only the player can take. Another popular opportunity to lose
an AI is implementing a loop in the pathing where the player can get in front or
behind the AI.
● AI abilities, what do you want the AI to be able to do and where do you want it.
● Player abilities, where can the player use mechanics to outplay the AI.
● A clear destination or goal. When confronted by the AI it is often most effective to
have provided the player with a clear destination or goal beforehand as it will keep
them moving and confronting the AI. Without a goal the players will often try to find a
safe space and stick to it, not knowing what to do.

The AI threat in ‘The Seminary of Sight’ stalking the player.
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Playtesting and Iteration
Congratulations! Now you have the basic knowledge to make a successful Horror level
design! I must warn you, your first Level Design blockout will be flawed. In some cases even
extremely. Therefore it is of utmost importance to regularly playtest and iterate on your level
design, not only internally but also with your target audience. And don’t be afraid to take
lessons you have learned from a failed design and to start over completely, the quality will
improve iteration after iteration. I wish you all lots of fun designing your Horror level!

After countless iterations, the final version of one of the levels in ‘The Seminary of Sight’.
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